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Aim: To provide an overview of the measurement properties of haemophilia‐specific
Methods: MEDLINE and EMBASE were searched for reports on reliability, validity or
responsiveness of the World Federation of Haemophilia Orthopedic Joint Score
(WFH), Colorado Physical Examination Score (CPE), joint examination score by Petrini
(PJS) and Hemophilia Joint Health Score (HJHS). Methodological quality of the stud‐
ies was assessed using an adapted COSMIN checklist.
Results: The search yielded 2905 unique hits, and 98 papers were included. The
methodological quality of the included studies was limited. The HJHS was studied
most extensively, which yielded limited evidence for good internal consistency and
structural validity, moderate evidence for hypothesis testing in adults and conflicting
evidence for hypothesis testing in children. Reliability, measurement error and re‐
sponsiveness were rated unknown due to low COSMIN scores. For the CPE and PJS,
we found limited to moderate evidence for good responsiveness and conflicting evi‐
dence for hypothesis testing.
Conclusion: Only patchy evidence is available on the quality of measurement proper‐
ties of all haemophilia‐specific joint health scores. Although significant gaps in the
evidence for all instruments remain, measurement properties of the HJHS were most
extensively studied and show no drawbacks for use in clinical practice. This review
forms the basis for further research aimed at the assessment of measurement prop‐
erties of measurement tools to assess joint health.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

report the results of the systematic review according to topic; meas‐

Recurrent haemorrhages into muscles and joints, particularly in an‐

tion and health‐related quality of life are reported separately.6,7

urement tools for assessment of joint health, activity and participa‐
kles, knees and elbows, are the hallmark of haemophilia. Exposure to
blood leads to degeneration of joint cartilage and bone, resulting in
haemophilic arthropathy, that is characterized by chronic pain, loss of

2.1 | Selection of joint assessment instruments

range of motion and muscle atrophy, leading to reduction in activities

The joint assessment instruments were identified by a survey dis‐

and social participation. These outcomes are dependent on the sever‐

tributed among several comprehensive haemophilia treatment

ity of haemophilia and inhibitor status of persons with haemophilia.

centres (Columbus, USA; Denver, USA; Milan, Italy; Utrecht, The

Joint health refers to the structural integrity and function of a joint.

Netherlands; Valencia, Spain; Vellore, India), supplemented by a

Within the World Health Organization’s International Classification of

survey during an expert meeting held in Toronto, October 2014. 2

Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) model, joint health is classi‐

Four joint assessment instruments were selected: the physical

fied in the domain of “body functions and structures.” For a complete

examination score as recommended by the Orthopedic Advisory

evaluation of health, the World Health Organization recommends to

Committee of the World Federation of Haemophilia (WFH score), 8

assess all domains of the organization’s ICF model. The use of a set of

the Colorado Physical Examination score (CPE),9 the adjusted

high quality instruments for the measurement of all ICF domains is

physical examination score as reported by Petrini [Petrini joint

expected to optimize management of individual patients with haemo‐

score (PJS)],10 and different versions of the Hemophilia Joint

philia and improve comparability between outcome studies.

Health Score (HJHS).11

Several instruments have been developed that aim to measure
joint health in persons with haemophilia. The Musculoskeletal
Working Group of the World Federation of Haemophilia and other

2.2 | Study selection criteria

consensus groups have suggested core sets of outcome assess‐

Studies that reported on reliability, validity or responsiveness of

ment instruments to measure functional and physical status of

one of the joint scores were included. Studies published as an ar‐

persons with haemophilia, including joint health. (https://elearn‐

ticle in a peer‐reviewed journal in English without publication date

ing.wfh.org/resource/compendium-of-assessment-tools).1,2 These

restrictions were eligible for inclusion. In addition to studies that

choices were the result of consensus procedures, and all are ex‐

explicitly reported on the development or investigation of meas‐

perience based. Several reviews on the instruments’ measure‐

urement properties of joint scores, studies that used joint scores

ment properties have been published while systematic appraisal

as an outcome measure were included as these findings contribute

of available data, including quality assessment of the included

to the evidence on validity. Studies including children and adults

studies, was lacking. 3-5 Recently, systematic reviews on measure‐

with severe, moderate or mild haemophilia A or B were considered

ment properties of health‐related quality of life instruments and

for inclusion. Results of studies among healthy children or adults

for instruments measuring activities and participation did include

were only described but not included in the overall rating of meas‐

methodological quality appraisal using the COSMIN checklist. 6,7

urement properties. The following measurement properties were

However, a systematic review is still lacking for instruments that

evaluated: (i) Validity; structural validity and hypotheses testing.

aim to assess joint health.

Cross‐cultural validity, content validity and criterion validity were

The current review aims to obtain a comprehensive overview of

not applicable to joint scores and were therefore not evaluated, (ii)

the measurement properties that is, validity, reliability and respon‐

Reliability, internal consistency, reliability and measurement error

siveness of haemophilia‐specific instruments used for the assess‐

and (iii) Responsiveness. (see Table S1 for definitions12).

ment of joint health by physical examination in adult and paediatric
patients with all types of haemophilia and to identify gaps in the
current knowledge on measurement properties in order to direct
further research.

2.3 | Information sources and literature search
Studies were identified by searching electronic databases, by
screening the bibliographic references of retrieved studies and re‐

2 | M E TH O DS

view papers, and by contacting experts in the field. MEDLINE and
EMBASE were initially searched on 7 October 2014. A search up‐
date was performed on 30 May 2016. The full search for each da‐

This systematic review is reported in accordance with the Preferred

tabase is listed in Appendix S1 (Search strategy). The search was

Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta‐Analyses

designed and supervised by professional librarians (CN and R.S).

(PRISMA) statement (www.prisma-statement.org). Study inclusion
criteria and methodological quality criteria were prespecified in a
protocol. The initial search included joint examination scores as well

2.4 | Study selection

as instruments for the assessment of activities, participation and

The study selection, data extraction and methodological quality

health‐related quality of life. At an early stage, it was decided to

appraisal were performed by two investigators independently (SG

|
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and MT). In case of disagreement between the two reviewers, con‐

indeterminate based on criteria as shown in Table S1.12 Secondly, the

sensus was reached by discussion, with a third reviewer (KF).

level of evidence was summarized, combining results over all studies

Studies were selected by assessing titles and abstracts of stud‐

for each measurement property, taking into account the methodo‐

ies retrieved by the literature search. All potentially relevant studies

logical quality of the studies, the number of available studies and the

were retrieved as complete manuscripts and examined for compli‐

consistency of the results (Table 1).16

ance with the inclusion criteria.

2.8 | Additional analyses

2.5 | Data collection

Subgroup analyses were performed for adult and paediatric patients.

Overlap in study populations between studies was checked by the
authors’ names, authors’ affiliations, catchment areas, time of inclu‐

3 | R E S U LT S

sion and inclusion criteria of the participants. A structured electronic
data collection form was used to collect the following data: patient

3.1 | Study selection

inclusion criteria, study design, number of included patients, setting,
study period, number of patients with severe haemophilia A, number

Figure 1 presents the flow chart of the study selection process.

of patients receiving prophylaxis, number of patients with inhibitors,

Using the above search strategies, 2905 unique references were

measurement properties.

identified. After screening of the titles and abstracts, 286 unique ar‐
ticles were selected for full‐text inspection. After reviewing full‐text
papers, 96 studies were eligible for inclusion. Two additional studies

2.6 | Quality assessment of individual studies

were included after screening reference lists of selected studies.8,9

The methodological quality of the selected studies was evaluated
13

according to the 4‐point COSMIN checklist.

Overlapping study populations were excluded when no additional

For each measure‐

data was provided.

ment property, the COSMIN includes items that assess design re‐
quirements and statistical methods. Every item is rated on a 4‐point

3.2 | Study characteristics

scale (poor, fair, good, excellent), and the lowest score determines
the overall rating. We adjusted the minimal sample size for reliabil‐

In total, 98 studies were included. Study characteristics and the

ity, measurement error and hypotheses testing from 30 (as stated in

overall methodological quality assessment per measurement prop‐

the COSMIN checklist) to 20 to score “fair” instead of “poor.” This

erty are presented in Table S2. A total of 58 studies (17 paediatric,

was justified as haemophilia is a rare disease and reliability studies

16 adult and 25 combined populations) reported on the WFH joint

of performance‐based measurement tools require a smaller sample

score, seven studies (five paediatric, one adult and one combined

size than that of self‐reported tools for which the COSMIN is primar‐

study population) on the Colorado Physical Examination scale, six

ily designed.14,15 Further, as missingness is not applicable in joint as‐

studies (five paediatric and one combined study populations) on the

sessment tools, two COSMIN items on missingness were excluded.

joint assessment score by Petrini and 32 (20 paediatric, five adult
and seven combined study populations) studies reported on the
HJHS. Measurement properties of more than one joint examination

2.7 | Data synthesis

score were reported in five studies.9,17-20 The COSMIN score of all

Summary of the evidence was performed by two investigators inde‐

studies was assessed as “fair” to “poor.” Eight studies explicitly aimed

pendently (SG and K.F). First, results of the measurement properties

at investigating the measurement properties of the used joint as‐

reported in the individual studies were rated as positive, negative or

sessment instruments (one CPE and seven HJHS).

TA B L E 1 Levels of evidence for the
overall quality of the measurement
property

9,11,19,21-25

Most

Level

Rating

Criteria

Strong

+++ or −−−

Consistent findings in multiple studies of good
methodological quality OR in one study with
excellent methodological quality

Moderate

++ or −−

Consistent findings in multiple studies of fair
methodological quality OR in one study of good
methodological quality

Limited

+ or −

One study of fair methodological quality

Conflicting

+/−

Conflicting findings

Unknown

?

Only studies with poor methodological quality

+, positive result; −, negative result.
Based on the GRADE approach by the Cochrane Back Review Group16.
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F I G U R E 1 Flow diagram of study selection. Number of unique reports is indicated in parenthesis. In total, resulting from the initial
literature search and search update, 2905 (2348 + 557) unique references were screened, 286 (242 + 44) unique full‐text articles were
assessed of which 96 studies were eligible for inclusion. After screening reference lists, we added two additional studies, so in total, 98
(96 + 2) studies were included. Numbers of studies in the systematic reviews exceed the number of studies eligible for inclusion in any of the
three systematic reviews as individual studies may have included more than one outcome measurement instrument in different domains.
HRQoL indicates Health‐related quality of life
studies reported on hypotheses testing (convergent and discrimi‐

the WFH. The WFH score is an additive score ranging from 0 to 12

native validity). A limited number of studies reported on reliability

for knees and ankles and 0 to 10 for elbows, with 0 being an unaf‐

and responsiveness. The measurement properties of 54 studies with

fected joint and 10 or 12 being most affected. For each joint, the

COSMIN methodological quality scores of at least “fair” on any of

following items are assessed: joint swelling (0‐2), muscle atrophy

the measurement properties are presented in Table S3. The other 44

(0‐1), axial deformity of the knee and ankle (0‐2), crepitus on motion

studies with “poor” methodological quality on the COSMIN checklist

(0‐1), range of motion (0‐2), flexion contracture (0‐2) and instability

are presented in the Appendix S1 (Table S4). Synthesis of the re‐

(0‐2). The maximum total score is 68 without the pain score and 86

sults for each joint examination score including the level of evidence

with pain score (0 to 3 for each joint). A total of 58 studies reported

is presented for the total patient group and for adults and children

on measurement properties of the WFH score, of which 17 studies

separately in Table 2.

reported on paediatric patients, 16 on adult patients and 25 on pae‐
diatric and adult patients combined. None of the studies explicitly

3.3 | World federation of hemophilia orthopaedic
joint score (WFH)
The WFH Orthopaedic Joint score (also known as the Gilbert Score)

aimed at evaluating measurement properties of the WFH score.
For hypotheses testing, 24 studies (six studies in children, seven
in adults and 11 in a mixed population of children and adults) were
assessed as “fair” on the COSMIN checklist. The other studies were

is a haemophilia‐specific physical examination scoring system for

assessed as “poor,” mostly because of sample size <20 subjects.

the assessment of joint health of the knees, ankles and elbows.8 The

Conflicting results were found for hypotheses testing in all popu‐

WFH score was described by the Orthopaedic Advisory Council of

lations. The WFH score showed a good correlation with the CPE9,

na

na

+

CPE

PJS

HJHS

na

na

na

PJS

na

na

+

CPE

PJS

HJHS

?

na

na

na

?

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

?

na

na

na

Measurement error

+

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

+

na

na

na

Structural validity

Construct validity

+/−

+/−

+/−

+/−

++

na

na

+/−

+/−

++

+/−

+/−

Hypothesis testing (correlations/
discriminative validity)

?

+

++

+/−

?

na

+

na

?

na

+

−

Responsiveness

WFH, World Federation of Haemophilia orthopedic joint score; CPE, Colorado Physical Examination score; PJS, the joint examination score by Petrini; HJHS, the Hemophilia Joint Health Score.
Based on the GRADE approach by the Cochrane Back Review Group.16
Criterion validity and content validity were deemed irrelevant in the case of joint assessment scores and not evaluated.

na

WFH

Adults and/or children

HJHS

na

na

CPE

na

na

na

?

na

na

na

Reliability

WFH

Adults

na

WFH

Children

Internal consistency

Reliability

Best evidence synthesis: Quality of the measurement properties of joint assessment instruments

Measurement property

TA B L E 2
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a borderline correlation with a global joint physician health scale19
26

field therapy, respectively. However, the expected extent of im‐

but a low correlation with MRI scores . Two studies assessed as

provement was not reported, and consequently, the study was

having “fair” methodological quality on responsiveness found im‐

scored as “fair”.

provement in WFH scores after radiosynovectomy, which led to lim‐

Reliability of the CPE has not been studied in persons with hae‐

ited evidence for good responsiveness in mixed populations27. For

mophilia. In a study among 62 healthy boys, the interrater intraclass

paediatric patients, there was limited evidence for unsatisfactory

correlations (ICCs) were unsatisfactory, 0.34 for ankles, 0.67 for

responsiveness based on a lack of change in WFH joint scores after

knees and 0.46 for elbows.34 This study established normal values in

17

radiosynoviorthesis.

None of the studies addressed reliability or

structural validity.

72 healthy boys, aged between 1 and 7 years (left ankle 1.14 ± 0.42,
right ankle 1.10 ± 0.30, left knee 0.46 ± 0.69, right knee 0.50 ± 0.77

Significant floor effects of up to 88% were seen in European
boys26, whereas only 2% of high‐titre inhibitor patients scored zero

and left elbow 0.24 ± 0.72, right elbow 0.22 ± 0.65). None of the
studies addressed internal consistency or structural validity.

on the WFH joint score. 28 In one study in patients with severe hae‐
mophilia, the score distribution in haemophilia patients was similar
to that in healthy controls, reflecting the relative insensitivity of the

3.5 | The petrini joint score

WFH score. 29 The WFH score was used as a starting point for the

The PJS was adapted from the WFH scoring system for use in chil‐

development of the following three physical examination scales.

dren.10 It includes assessment of joint swelling (0‐2), muscle atrophy
(0‐2), crepitus on motion (0‐2), range of motion (0‐2), flexion con‐

3.4 | Colorado physical examination scale

tracture (0‐2), pain (0‐3), gait (0‐3) and strength against gravity (0‐3).
Three points can be added when the joint is considered a target joint

The CPE score was developed specifically for children and aims to

and when chronic synovitis is present. Ankles, knees and elbows are

detect subtle abnormalities in joint health.9 The original CPE (CPE‐1)

assessed. The PJS ranges between 0 and 25 per joint with a maxi‐

assesses the following items of the knee, ankle and elbow: swell‐

mum total score of 150; a higher score indicates worse joint health.

ing (0‐3), muscle atrophy (0‐3), axial deformity (0‐2, knees/ankles),

Six studies reported on measurement properties of the PJS. None of

crepitus of motion (0‐3), range of motion (0‐3), flexion contracture

the studies explicitly aimed at investigating measurement properties.

(0‐3, hips/knees/ankles/elbows), instability (0‐2), strength (0‐3), pain

For hypotheses testing, four studies (three including children

with activity (0‐3), pain without activity (0‐3) and gait abnormalities

and one including adults) were assessed as having “fair” method‐

(0‐2). Scores for the CPE‐1 range from 0 to 31 for ankles/knees and

ological quality.18,35-37 In a follow‐up study, a subset of patients were

0 to 29 for elbows. Subsequently, the scoring system was adapted

re‐evaluated after changes in prophylactic treatment and therefore

into the CPE‐0.5 with maximum scores of 25 for ankles/knees and

were excluded in this systematic review to avoid duplicate inclu‐

23 for elbows. Higher scores indicate worse joint health. The Child

sion of patients.36,37 Satisfactory correlation was found with the

CPE includes age‐specific assessments and need for orthotics and/

Pettersson score; however, the correlation with MRI was borderline

or splinting. The highest score achievable using the Child CPE is 31

at 0.48, with a predefined threshold of 0.50 for a good correlation.36

for ankles/knees and 29 for elbows. None of the patients in the de‐

Discriminative validity between severe and non‐severe haemophilia,

9

velopment study scored zero. A total of seven studies reported on

and clotting factor availability was assessed as satisfactory. In a

measurement properties of one of the CPE versions. These studies

study with a mixed adult and paediatric population, there was no

did not specify the version used. One study explicitly aimed at inves‐

correlation with the Pettersson score in patients awaiting surgical

tigating measurement properties.9

synovectomy.35 Therefore, in children, moderate evidence for good

Three studies (two studies including children and one includ‐
ing children and adolescents <20 years) were assessed as having

hypotheses testing properties were found and for the overall popu‐
lation evidence was conflicting.

“fair” methodological quality for hypotheses testing.9,30,31 One

Responsiveness was reported in two studies. Mean PJS did not

study was excluded from the analyses because of duplication of

substantially change in one paediatric study after start or intensi‐

study cohorts.32 Overall, conflicting results were found for hy‐

fication of prophylaxis. As we do not expect that several years of

potheses testing. Understandably, correlations were high with the

regular prophylaxis in children with a mean score of 2.0 ± 3.6 would

WFH Orthopaedic Joint Score and lower with WFH pain scale.9

substantially decrease the score, responsiveness cannot be reliably

Correlations with MRI scores were contradictory. In one paediatric

assessed.37 However, in a population of children and adults, there

study, correlations between CPE scores and the additive and pro‐

was a clear improvement in PJS score after surgical synovectomy.35

gressive MRI scores for elbows and knees were good, but unsatis‐
factory for ankles.30 In another study, the overall CPE score did not

None of the studies addressed internal consistency, reliability,
measurement error or structural validity.

correlate well with the overall MRI scores.31
Moderate evidence for good responsiveness was found. One
study in a paediatric population and one in an adult population17,33

3.6 | Hemophilia joint health score

showed improvement in CPE scores after radiosynoviorthesis and

The HJHS incorporates items of the WFH Orthopaedic Joint Score,

after resistance training with and without pulsed electromagnetic

the CPE and the PJS.11 It was originally designed to detect mild joint

|
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impairment in children with haemophilia ages 4‐18 years. The cur‐

and adults, correlations between HJHS and MRI scores were low

rent HJHS 2.1 version consists of assessment of swelling (0‐3), dura‐

(r = 0.27), 51 whereas reported correlations with Pettersson scores

tion of swelling (0‐1), muscle atrophy (0‐2), crepitus on motion (0‐2),

were high (r = 0.67‐0.86).22,52 Overall, for hypotheses testing,

flexion loss (0‐3), extension loss (0‐3), joint pain (0‐2) and strength

conflicting evidence was found for mixed paediatric and adult

(0‐4) of the knees, ankles and elbows and a global gait score (0‐4).

populations.

The maximum score is 124, with a higher score indicating worse joint
health. 25 Version 1.0 additionally included instability, gait per joint
and axial alignment, with a maximum score of 148.11 The 2.1 version

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

was adapted to include updated normative tables for range of mo‐
tion and gait assessment at a patient level rather than at joint level.

In this overview of measurement properties of four haemophilia‐

A total of 32 studies reported on measurement properties of the

specific measurement tools for the assessment of joint health, a total

HJHS. Seven studies explicitly aimed at investigating measurement

of 98 studies were included. For most of the included measurement

properties of the HJHS, two of these studies were rated “poor” on

tools, hypotheses testing and to a lesser extent responsiveness were

the COSMIN methodological quality scale because of the small sam‐

investigated in multiple studies. Evidence on hypotheses testing was

ple size.11,25.

conflicting for most measurement tools. Yet, overall moderate evi‐

One paediatric study with “fair” methodological quality resulted

dence for good hypotheses testing properties was found in paedi‐

in limited evidence for good internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha

atric populations for the PJS and in adult populations for the HJHS.

0.83‐0.84).19 Although three paediatric studies reported good

Limited to moderate evidence exists for responsiveness of the CPE.

test‐retest and interrater reliability with ICCs > 0.70, reliability was

Internal consistency, reliability, measurement error and structural

rated unknown due to insufficient numbers of included patients

validity were only reported for the HJHS. However, test‐retest reli‐

(<20)11,22,25 In three studies, limits of agreement were reported,

ability and measurement error were rated as unknown, because of

but measurement error was considered unknown due to insuffi‐

small sample size.

cient number of included patients (<20).11,22,25,38 Limited evidence is

Overall, the methodological quality of included studies was

available for good structural validity. An explained variance of 52%

rated as “fair” to “poor” on the COSMIN scale. This was mainly due

in factor analyses was reported in a study of paediatric patients.19

to limitations in study design, small patient numbers and the failure

Responsiveness was considered unknown, because all studies in‐

to meet the criterium of prespecified hypotheses for hypotheses

cluded less than 20 patients.39-41

testing (correlations/discriminative validity). The limited method‐

A total of 22 studies (13 paediatric, four adult and five mixed

ological quality can be explained by the fact that 92% of studies

populations) were assessed as having “fair” methodological quality

were not specifically designed to study the measurement proper‐

for hypotheses testing. Overall, for hypotheses testing, conflict‐

ties of joint scores, but rather used one of the joint examination

ing evidence was found for paediatric patients, whereas moder‐

scores to measure outcomes. Unfortunately, the two studies that

ate evidence was found for good hypotheses testing properties in

investigated measurement properties of HJHS were rated as “poor”

adult populations. In a paediatric study, HJHS correlated well with

on the COSMIN scale because of a small sample size (n = 8).11,25

the HEAD‐US Ultrasound Score.42 In conflict with this finding, in

Including all studies that used one of the included tools as a mea‐

other paediatric populations, the correlations with a global physi‐

surement instrument for the outcome rather than only including

cian joint health scale, with Pettersson scores, Arnold‐Hilgartner

those that aimed to investigate measurement properties, allowed us

scores, MRI additive and progressive scores and HEAD‐US scores

to provide a good overview of the current evidence on hypotheses

were insufficient.19,24,43 This results from a relatively high rate of

testing. Yet, including more studies leads to a higher chance of find‐

abnormal findings with imaging studies without clinical symptoms

ing conflicting results. Therefore, well‐designed clinimetric studies

in some studies,43 but not in other studies.42 Discrimination was

of higher methodological hierarchy (good to excellent) are needed to

good in paediatric patient groups comparing inhibitor status, onset

overcome the conflicting results of studies of “fair” methodological

of prophylaxis, severity of haemophilia, prophylaxis regimen, HEAD‐

quality. At least 20 patients should be included, and hypotheses on

US abnormalities, need for secondary prophylaxis and patients’

the expected differences in scores between patient categories and

age.19,21,24,42,44,45 However, in other studies, HJHS scores did not dis‐

size and direction of correlations should be formulated beforehand

criminate well by severity of haemophilia in paediatric populations

and explicitly reported.

with access to primary prophylaxis or in children treated on demand

Especially in some populations with significant floor or ceiling

only.46,47 Overall, evidence for hypotheses testing in paediatric pa‐

effects, underestimation of correlations with other constructs may

tients was rated as conflicting.

have been caused by patient selection and may not reflect the true

In adult populations, there was a clear discrimination by HJHS

measurement properties of the measurement tools reported. Future

scores between groups according to age at start prophylaxis, the

studies on correlations with other constructs should be designed in

presence of synovitis and continuation of prophylaxis.48-50 Overall,

a way such that sufficient variation in score results can be expected.

moderate evidence was found for good hypotheses testing prop‐

Strengths of the current study are the systematic literature

erties in adult populations. In populations including both children

search and independent study selection and methodological quality
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assessment by two investigators. In the absence of alternatives, the
COSMIN checklist was used to assess methodological quality of
the included studies. This may be suboptimal because the COSMIN
checklist was designed for quality assessment of studies on patient‐
reported outcomes rather than performance‐based instruments.
We adapted the COSMIN checklist to make it more suitable for our
study by lowering the criterium of at least 30 participants for a “fair”
score to 20, and dropping the requirement of reporting handling of
missing items.
In the current study, we focused on measurement tools of joint
health specific for haemophilia and did not include generic tools or
disease‐specific tools for related diseases. Since children and per‐
sons with access to early intensive treatment may have limited ar‐
thropathy, this necessitates sufficiently sensitive assessment by
instruments designed specificly for haemophilic arthropathy. The
included haemophilia‐specific joint examination scores were iden‐
tified by experts in the field. The Colorado Adult Joint Assessment
Score (CAJAS) was not included in the current review as it was not
yet published in full.53 To the best of our knowledge, all published
haemophilia‐specific joint health assessment scores are included.
Previous reviews on physical examination tools also included
haemophilia‐specific instruments to assess joint health.3-5 However,
unlike the present study, these reviews did not formally include
methodological quality criteria in their evaluation of measurement

GOUW et al.
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properties and are therefore considered incomplete.
Future studies should be well designed for investigation of mea‐
surement properties of instruments developed to measure joint
health, particularly reliability, structural validity and responsiveness.
Knowledge on limitations in measurement properties will guide im‐
provements of the existing joint scores, including their feasibility.
Currently, insufficient evidence on measurement properties exists
to propose a hierarchy in joint scores. Measurement properties of
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the HJHS are most frequently reported, especially in children and
intensively treated young adults and these show no significant pit‐
falls. Given the available evidence, there are no drawbacks for the
use of the HJHS in clinical practice in these patient groups. Further
knowledge is needed on the use in adults, especially those with more
advanced arthropathy.
In conclusion, this review provides an overview of available ev‐
idence on measurement properties of haemophilia‐specific instru‐
ments used for the assessment of clinical joint health. Although
significant gaps in the evidence for all instruments remain, measure‐
ment properties of the HJHS were most extensively studied and
show no drawbacks for use in clinical practice in children and inten‐
sively treated young adults.
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